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VAG SG-BUILT TWIN V8 AUDI S5s

THESE ARE THE MODERN DAY EQUIVALENTS OF THE MUSTANG AND CAMARO – 
BRAWNY SHAPES, V8 SHAKES, BUT OF EUROPEAN DESCENT

LAST MONTH, WE ACKNOWLEDGED THE 
rise of the turbochargers as the new 
de-facto powerplant in performance cars. 
Smaller engines allow for better emissions 
compliance, while turbochargers strapped 
alongside re-use exhaust gasses to deliver 
dollops of power on-demand – perfect 
for the needs of the environmentally-
conscious, resource-scarce world we live 
in today. 

But for all the chips and cheese parties that 
new-age turbocharged engines promise 
enthusiasts, it falters on one integral 
gearhead must-have: raw and uncorrupted 
cubic centimetres.

The age-old adage, ‘there’s no replacement 
for displacement’ is now more poignant 
than ever, but gone are the days when 
automakers could shoehorn six litres 
worth of screaming V8 displacement into 
a C-segment sedan. Thus, we’ve gathered 
two of Audi’s last modern muscle cars for 
a small celebration of these soon-to-be-
extinct beasts.

WORDS BRENDAN SNAPS DARREN CHAN
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The fact that the same-generation Sportback and Convertible 
variants of these S5 Coupes were given 3.0-litre supercharged 
powerplants reflect how quickly automakers were changing 
their minds – their younger face-lifted Coupe siblings now sport 
the same boosted six-banger.

But wait a second – this stealth grey S5 sports daytime-running 
LEDs in the shape of the 2012 model year facelift, so how is 
it that under the hood, the older 4.2-litre FSI V8 still lives and 
breathes? Darren, partner at local VW/Audi specialist tuning 
shop VAG Singapore explains. 

“This car is my daily driver, and it sports an MY2012 front-end 
conversion. It’s the first of its kind in the world, and we did it in-
house, adapting everything with our own customization so that 
the fit and finish is completely OEM.”

“I wanted to adhere to an OEM-style look when I dressed up the 
car, so the stealth grey paint, minor body kit and contrasting 
aluminium accents were as far as I allowed myself to go,” 
Darren reveals.

The overall result is spot-on, looking understated but with 
hints of the car’s potent pedigree. With the inclusion of an RS5 
front grille and a Caractere body kit all around, Darren makes an 
already sharp-looking facelifted S5 even more handsome. 

VAG Singapore prides itself on being able to tackle any issue 
with VW/Audi group cars; one of these is the calibration of 
the complicated electronic systems that govern modern-day 
European cars; in this example, Darren has managed to hard-
code many modifications into the car’s electronic brain such 
that no error codes show up, and no canceller modules are 
required. 

As a result, Darren was able to swap out his older Multimedia 
Interface (MMI) for Audi’s latest generation item capable of 
surfing the net on the go; he could also calibrate the car’s 
suspension electronics to accept a set of adjustable KW Street 
Comfort coilovers. 

With the lowered ride height now a possibility, it was now time 
to choose a set of wheels. VAG Singapore’s affiliate brand COR 
delivered a gorgeous choice for the occasion, three-piece forged 
Ciphers specified 20 x 10.0J all around, sporting custom offsets 
and fat 275/30ZR20 Michelin Supersports rubbers to fit the car 
perfectly. 

Not one to focus on performance without safety, Darren also 
upgraded the car’s brakes to custom aluminium-painted RS5 
brakes, matched to Disc Italia rotors and titanium-kevlar brake 
pads so that the car would stop on a dime. 

With builds as extensive as this, the devil is always in the 
details. Open up the doors and you’ll find RS5 switchgear 
everywhere, from the steering to the window buttons, all 
calibrated perfectly to work with the car’s ECU. “I’m quite the 
perfectionist,” Darren admits, “so I’m not one to do a half-baked 
job.” Pat on the back, good sir. 

When our conversation breaches the topic of engine power, 
we recount the cars he has gone though in the past. “I started 
my modification journey in Australia where I studied – back 
then, I had a fully-built Honda Civic. I even flew the ECU back to 
Singapore for tuning at ST Powered!” 

Following his initial encounter with VTEC, he went through all 
sorts of powertrains; but to our delight, Darren’s roots remain 
firmly planted in good ol’ natural aspiration. 

“I’ve owned and tuned turbocharged VWs and Audis, but I am 
preferential to the raw power and torque that can be extracted 
from naturally aspirated engines. The instant response and 
mid-range swell from a big V8 engine remains my favourite 
addiction.”

Simple modifications that release the big-capacity 4.2-litre V8 
from restrictive manufacturer-spec reins come in the form of an 
AWE carbon ram-air intake, high-flow intake piping and a Milltek 
cat-back exhaust system. 

These hardware mods are combined with VAG Singapore’s very 
own software optimization to form what they like to call their 
CC Phase I conversion – and the car produces more than 400bhp 
at the wheels now thanks to their handiwork. 

Further, the car sounds like a riot with every prod on the right 
pedal, a raspy whirr from the intake and an angry growl from the 
exhaust. Is this the equivalent of a classic American muscle car? 
Aside from the European badge, we’re quite certain it would fit 
the bill. 

Vispi, the owner of this white-hot S5, hails from India 
and oversees his family’s business in Singapore. While 
he was studying here, he had cars that ranged from a 
modified S4 (the turbocharged ones) to a pocket-rocket 
Mini Cooper S kitted up with AC Schnitzer parts. 

When it was time to get into the big leagues, Vispi took 
on an E92 M3 for full-on race-derived naturally aspirated 
thrills. The E92’s 400bhp on tap was plenty of shove, 
but Vispi was never going to leave it stock; trick AC 
Schnitzer parts were also called in to give the car even 
more power and presence. 

However, he soon realized that the car’s screaming 
flat-crank V8 wasn’t quite his cup of tea. All the power 
was located up top, and never really usable day-to-day. 
Solution? The torquey and beefy bent-crank, 4.2-litre 
monster V8 offered up by the Audi S5. 

We’re tracing a pattern here, so did you think he was 
going to leave it standard? Instead of following the 
Caractere-derived aggression found on Darren’s S5, 
Vispi decided to go with the well-known ABT Sportsline 
kit to achieve the same effect. He also added an RS5 
front grille and a Caractere rear bootlid spoiler for good 
measure. 

While his car’s main powertrain remains stock at this 
point, the same CC Phase I conversion is in the works. 
That doesn’t mean his daily drive is a stoic affair, 
though; a Milltek cat-back exhaust system still provides 
plenty of aural thrills. 

The power on the way and looks almost complete, Vispi 
only had to deal with the stance: now, the car sits low 
on similar KW adjustable Street Comfort coils, but runs 
three-piece forged COR Focus wheels on all four corners, 
wrapped in 275-section Michelin Pilot SuperSports and 
customized with perfect offsets. 

All these upgrades make for an S5 that is a truly brutish 
European muscle car, but dressed to the nines in a smart 
white suit – a perfect synthesis of form and rude, V8-
derived function. 

The allure of big, naturally-aspirated engines lie 
ultimately in their purity (or in this case, brutality) 
of purpose – they offer up instant and gargantuan 
responses to the right foot at any point on the rev band, 
and provide earth-shaking eargasms no turbocharger 
spool could ever hope to achieve.

But alas, as the age of turbochargers dawn on us, the 
sun is setting on these sui generis creatures. To keep 
making gas-guzzling, big-engined performance cars like 
these is simply impossible; so for now, we can only look 
upon these leviathans in quiet reverie as the last icons 
of modern muscle. 
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Pictures, anti-clockwise from Top Left: Custom-painted aluminium 
and red accents on Darren’s S5 looks aggressive, but never OTT; 
AWE carbon intake adds a dash of carbon aggression; Beautifully-
thought out red accents and choice RS5 parts in the interior of 
Darren’s S5; the Milltek cat-back exhaust system provides roaring 
feedback to Vispi’s throttle movements; COR forged wheels make 
Vispi’s car as tough as nails; the engine and interior of Vispi’s car 
awaiting the same transformation as on Darren’s car! 



4.2-litre FSI V8, AWE Carbon Fibre 
Intake, AWE High-flow Piping, 
Milltek Cat-back Exhaust System, 
CC Phase I Custom ECU Retune by 
VAG SG

KW Street Comfort Adjustable 
Coilovers (Hard-coded to Eliminate 
Error Codes), H&R thicker Anti-roll 
Bars (F & R)

All Around: COR Three-piece 
Forged Cipher 20 x 10.0J 
(Custom Offset)
All Around: Michelin Pilot 
SuperSports 275/30ZR20
Front: 8-piston RS5 Brakes 
(Custom Painted Aluminium 
Finish), OEM Rotors, Titanium 
Kevlar Brake Lines
Rear: Disc Italia Rotors, Titanium 
Kevlar Brake Lines

Engine & Drivetrain

Handling

Footwork

Custom VAG SG MY 2012 S5 Front 
End Conversion, MY 2012 Caractere 
Bodykit, Hard-coded Lights/
Indicators Switch, LED Rear Indicator 
Conversion

Exterior

Interior & Electronics

Audi RS5 Steering Wheel, RS5 Switch 
Panel, RS5 Handle Catches, RS5 
Pedals, Audi 4G MMI Conversion 
(Customized by VAG SG)

4.2-litre FSI V8, Milltek Cat-back 
Exhaust System, Custom Tune, (CC 
Phase I conversion in the works)

KW Street Comfort Adjustable 
Coilovers, VAG Hard-coded to 
Eliminate Error Code (No canceller 
module required), H&R Anti-roll 
Bars (F & R)

UPGRADES & SPECS

Engine & Drivetrain

Handling

All Around: COR three-piece forged 
Focus wheels, 20 x 10.0J (Custom 
Offset)
All Around: Michelin Pilot 
SuperSport 275/30ZR20
Audi RS5 8-pot Front Brake 
Conversion

Footwork

ABT Sportsline Full Body Kit, Audi 
RS5 Front Grille

Exterior

UPGRADES & SPECS
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